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Abstract
In Magnetic Particle Imaging, the size of the field of view can be increased with static focus fields resulting in
imaging patches. Patches are acquired successively and combined during or after image reconstruction. However,
the occurrence of motion may result in artifacts in the reconstructed images. In this contribution, a temporal
polyrigid registration is proposed to combine reconstructed MPI patches by predicting a possible object motion.
The experiments use different two-dimensional simulated MPI acquisition scenarios. It is shown that our approach
reduces motion artifacts in dependence of the used patch overlaps successfully.

I. Introduction

The imaging technology Magnetic Particle Imaging (MPI)
allows the detection of superparamagnetic nanoparti-
cles [1]. One possible application of this technique is in
vivo medical imaging, where the particles are e.g. applied
as tracer directly into the blood stream and allow the di-
agnosis of a series of medical questions [2]. In MPI, mag-
netic fields called drive fields are used to remagnetize
the nanoparticles. Consequentially, a signal is induced
in dedicated receive coils. A gradient field featuring a
field free point (FFP) is used to spatially encode the area
where particles contribute to this signal. Additionally,
the drive fields are used to shift the FFP through a cer-
tain field of view (FOV) whose size is limited. One of
the main reasons for this restriction is the planned use
on living individuals, because potential tissue heating
or stimulation of nerves limit the applicable field ampli-
tudes [3]. A possible approach to cope with this problem

is a patch-wise acquisition of the required region of inter-
est (ROI). This technique uses a successive measurement
of several FOVs with varying positions to cover the entire
ROI [4, 5]. The patches can be acquired in an overlapping
manner in order to use redundant information for the
reduction of truncation artifacts [6]. Because the relative
position of the acquired patches is known, the recon-
struction of the ROI is straight-forward for static objects.
However, the application on living organisms [7] implies
the occurrence of motion during image acquisition, and
therefore a patch-wise reconstruction has to account for
object motion during the acquisition process. Figure 1
(right) visualizes the influence of object motion on a re-
constructed image. Composing an image from multiple
patches is a known problem in image processing and
referred to as mosaicking or stitching [8]. Classic algo-
rithms account for camera movement between patches
acquired successively, and have e.g. medical applications
in endoscopic imaging [9]. The compensation of object
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Figure 1: Simulated MPI images: software phantom (left), sim-
ulated image without object motion (center), and with circular
object motion for α= 5 (right).

motion in a static acquisition system has applications in
tomographic imaging, like computed tomography (CT)
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). One approach
to compensate periodic motions uses a binning and av-
eraging technique [10], and was recently adapted for MPI
acquisitions [11]. Here, repeated acquisitions of the ROI
are performed and signals detected at the same state of
the periodic motion are combined to form an average
signal for this motion state. This was also applied to a
patch-wise acquisition of MPI images [12]. Another class
of approaches use image registration for motion com-
pensation during the image reconstruction [13–15]. Here,
image intensities and object motion are estimated dur-
ing the reconstruction. The advantage of these methods
is that they are not limited to periodic motion and infor-
mation of several motion phases can be considered to
reconstruct the image.

In this work, we follow a patch-wise and registration-
based approach. We use reconstructed image patches
to predict the underlying object motion and to generate
a ”plausible“ image of the entire ROI. Registration has
previously been used for improved reconstruction of 4D
CT or 4D MRI images in two steps: the object motion
is first estimated and then used to generate improved
images [13, 15]. In contrast, this work uses an integrated
approach, i.e. image and object motion are estimated
simultaneously. Compared to [11, 12]we do not assume
periodic motion and repeated acquisitions. Instead, we
assume a rigid object motion that can be considered
approximately correct if the measured ROI is relatively
small compared to the organ size. However, the approach
presented can also be extended to non-rigid motions.

II. Methods and Material

II.I. Temporal Polyrigid Registration

Given N overlapping patches of image regions Ωi ⊂Rd ,
i = 1, ..., N with acquired particle concentrations ci

at time points τi ∈ [0, T ], we aim to find the par-
ticle concentration c : Ω → R in the entire ROI
Ω=

⋃N
i=1Ωi and the associated spatial-temporal object

motionφ :Ω× [0, T ]→Ω during acquisition.

II.I.1. Transformation Model

The spatial-temporal motionφ is assumed to describe
a rigid body motion, i.e. for a fixed time point τ̂ the
transformation is an element of the special Euclidean
group φ(·, τ̂) ∈ SE(d ) and φ(x ,τ) is smooth in spatial
and temporal direction. We parameterize the object mo-
tion with a small number of rigid key-point transforma-
tions A1, . . . , AK given as matrices in homogeneous coor-
dinates. In the following and throughout this manuscript
all spatial coordinates are given in homogeneous coor-
dinates x ∈ Rd ′ with d ′ = (d + 1). Further, each key-
point transformation is associated with a non-negative
smooth weighting function wk : [0, T ]→ R+ subject to
the condition

∑K
k=1 wk (τ) = 1,∀τ ∈ [0, T ]. Note, that

averaging the key-point transformations to computeφ
at a given time-point by φ(x , τ̂) =

∑

k wk (τ̂)Ak x results
in non-rigid transformations and can not ensure tem-
poral smoothness constraints, among other disadvan-
tages [16].

To ensure our motion assumptions, the transforma-
tion is parameterized using the Log-Euclidean frame-
work [16]. Log-Euclidean polyaffine registration was in-
troduced to fuse spatially local affine transformations
into a global diffeomorphism using weight functions [16].
We adapt this concept for the time-varying polyrigid re-
gistration of image patches and compute the transfor-
mation φ as the weighted log-Euclidean mean of the
key-point transformations:

φ(x ,τ) = exp

�

K
∑

k=1

wk (τ)Mk

�

x , (1)

where Mk is the matrix logarithm Mk = log (Ak ) of the
rigid key-point transformation given in homogeneous
coordinates. Matrix logarithm and matrix exponential
in (1) may e.g. be computed using the (inverse) scaling-
and-squaring method [16, 17].

Note, that the resulting transformation φ(x ,τ) is a
rigid transformation for any τ and a diffeomorphism,
i.e. C∞ with respect to spatial position and time with

an inverse given by φ−1(·,τ) = exp
�

−
∑K

k=1 wk (τ)Mk

�

. A
common choice is to use Gaussian weighting functions:

wk (τ) =
1

Z
e
− |τ−tk |

2

σ2
τ , with Z =

K
∑

k=1

e
− |τ−tk |

2

σ2
τ , (2)

where t1, . . . , tK are the anchor times of the key-point
transformations andσ2

τ defines the size of the influence
intervals.

II.I.2. Registration Algorithm

To estimate the particle concentration c and underlying
object motion from the acquired image patches we use a
pair-and-smooth approach [18] that introduces auxiliary
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variables ϕi and can be formulated as:

J (c ,φ,ϕ1, . . . ,ϕN ) =
N
∑

i=1

∫

Ωi



c
�

ϕi (x )
�

− ci (x )




2
d x (3)

+η
N
∑

i=1

dist
�

φ(·,τi ),ϕi

�

+βR(φ).

The first term measures the (dis-)similarity between each
acquired image patch and the global particle concentra-
tion given the patch-specific transformations ϕi . The
second term projects the patch-specific transformations
ϕi onto the temporal transformation model. The log-
Euclidean framework is used to define distances between
transformations by

dist
�

φ(·,τi ),ϕi

�

=‖logφ(·,τi )− logϕi ‖2
F

=











K
∑

k=1

wk (τi )Mk − logϕi











2

F

, (4)

where ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius matrix norm.
The third term is used to add further regularization

constraints on the transformation, e.g. to control the
similarity of temporally neighboring rigid matrices by

R(φ) =
K
∑

k=1

K
∑

j=1

π j k‖M j −Mk‖2
F (5)

with π j k =

∫ T

0

w j (τ)wk (τ)dτ. (6)

In contrast to the direct optimization of key-point trans-
formations by a gradient descent approach previously
proposed in [19], the pair-and-smooth formulation of the
problem simplifies the optimization and adds flexibility
to the algorithms.

II.I.3. Implementation Details

(3) is minimized using an alternating optimization with
respect to c ,ϕi , andφ. The interest of introducing auxil-
iary variables ϕi is that an alternating optimization de-
couples the complex minimization into simple and very
efficient steps.

The optimization process is initialized by identity key-
point transformations A1, . . . , AK = Id ′×d ′ resulting in zero
logarithm matrices M1, . . . , MK = 0d ′×d ′ . The initial trans-
formφ is computed by (1) with temporal weighting func-
tions according to (2).

Given the current spatial-temporal transformationφ
the combined particle concentration is computed by

c (x ) =
N
∑

i=1

γi

�

x ′i
�

ci

�

x ′i
�

with x ′i =φ
−1(x ,τi ), (7)

where x ′i is the corresponding position of x for the i -th
patch, i.e. at acquisition time τi . The spatial weight-
ing functions γi :Ω→ [0, 1] are non-zero only inside the

patch regions ∀x /∈Ωi : γi (x ) = 0. To reduce the influence
of truncation artifacts at patch borders, a linear weight-
ing scheme in patch-overlap regions is applied [6]. Here,
the intensity information of overlapping pixels is com-
bined using weights linearly depending on the distance
to the respective patch border.

Each patch-specific motion ϕi can be updated inde-
pendently using a standard rigid registration approach,
e.g. by solving

minϕi

∫

Ωi



c̃ ◦
�

ϕi (x )
�

− ci (x )




2
d x

+ η‖logφ(·,τi )− logϕi ‖2
F

(8)

using gradient descent. This type of partial data regi-
stration, however, presents difficulties and we follow the
steps below to speed-up and stabilize the optimization
process. First, in each iteration the current motion es-
timate is used for initialization ϕi = φ−1(·,τi ). Further,
we use patch-specific reconstructions in the registration
step, i.e. for computing the transformationϕi of the i -th
patch, the particle concentration ci is not used to gener-
ate the total particle concentration to be registered with

c̃ (x ) =
∑

j 6=i

γ j

�

x ′j
�

c j

�

x ′j
�

. (9)

A mask restricts the registration procedure to valid re-
gions fulfilling

∑

j 6=i γ j (x ′j )> 0.
The computed patch-specific transformations

ϕ1, . . . ,ϕN are projected onto the space of temporal
polyrigid transformations by the minimization of

min
M1,...,MK

∑

i











logϕi −
∑

k

wk (τi )Mk











2

F

+λR(M ), (10)

with λ= β
η and R(M ) according to (5). (10) is minimized

by solving the linear equation system

M = B (Γ +λR )−1 (11)

for M = [M1, . . . , MK ]T . The matrix B is composed of K
submatrices Bk =

∑N
i=1 wk (τi )logϕi . Γ and R arise from

the projection term and the regularizer and are given by
Γ = Γ̃ ⊗ Id ′×d ′ and R = R̃ ⊗Q with

�

Γ̃
�

j k
= π j k (see (6)) (12)

�

R̃
�

j k
=

¨

−π j k for j 6= k
∑

j 6=k ′ π j k ′ for j = k
. (13)

The matrix Q = diag(1, . . . ,1, s ) ∈ Rd ′×d ′ allows to ac-
count for the different scaling between the rotation part
of the rigid transformation matrix and the translation
part, e.g. by choosing s = 100. See [20] and [21] for a de-
tailed derivation of these matrices. The pseudo inverse
(Γ +λR )−1 can be precomputed to solve (11) efficiently
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in each iteration. The patch-based temporal polyrigid
registration algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.

The set of representable motion trajectoriesφ is de-
termined by the weighting functions wk , the number of
key-point transformations K , and the regularization fac-
tor λ. As can be seen from (6), (12), and (13), condition
and well-posedness of equation system (11) essentially
depends on the choice of the weighting functions wk . For
non-overlapping weighting functions,(11) decomposes
into K independent systems and the regularization term
no longer has any influence. In contrast, constant weight-
ing functions wk (τ) =

1
K and λ ≈ 0 result in a highly ill-

posed problem. Further, K can be chosen independent
of N , however, for K ≥N andλ= 0 no regularity is added,
i.e. φ(·,τi ) =ϕi . There is an ongoing debate how to se-
lect the number of key-points and weighting functions
wk in poly-rigid/poly-affine registration. The proposed
solutions include to use anatomical constraints [21] or
to estimate the parameters K ,σ2

τ, and t1, . . . , tk during
the optimization process [22, 23]. A more pragmatic so-
lution is to select equidistant anchor points t1, . . . , tk and
chooseσ2

τ in (2) to ensure a smooth transition between
key-point transformations.

Algorithm 1 Patch-based temporal polyrigid registration

Input: patch-wise particle concentrations c1, . . . , cN

Output: total particle concentration c ,
motion trajectoryφ(x ,τ)

initialize key-point transformations with identity
M1, . . . , MK = 0d ′×d ′

Compute temporal weighting functions wk by (2)
Compute spatial weight masks γi , i = 1, . . . , N
Precompute matrices Γ and R (see (12)–(13))
Precompute pseudo inverse (Γ +λR )−1 using SVD
//Outer loop (projection onto polyrigid transform)
while not converged do

Compute current transformations
φ(·,τi ) = exp

�∑

k wk (τi )Mk

�

, (i = 1, . . . , N )
//Inner loop (patch-wise registrations)
for i = 1, . . . , N do

Compute current particle concentration c̃
without patch ci using (9)

Compute transformation ϕi :
rigid registration of c̃ and patch ci

initialize registration with ϕi =φ(·,τi )
end for
Compute Matrix B
Compute M1, . . . , MK using (11)

end while
Compute final transformationφ using (1)
Compute final particle concentration c by (7)

II.II. Simulated MPI Data
For a first evaluation of the proposed approach a simula-
tion study is performed using different motion patterns,
patch-overlaps, and registration parameters.

The MPI simulation assumes an homogeneous drive
field with varying size (depending on the patch size), a
linear selection field of 2.5 T m−1, and a particle magneti-
zation based on the Langevin theory of paramagnetism,
i.e. no relaxation effects are considered.

The ROI is divided into nine patches. A constant pixel
spacing of 0.25 mm is used in all experiments and the
patch centers are kept constant while the patch FOVs are
varied to generate different patch overlaps. Therefore,
the size of the ROI depends on the patch overlap and is
32.5×32.5 mm2 for FOVs of 12.5×12.5 mm2 (50×50 pixels)
and a patch overlap of 2.5 mm (10 pixels).

The simulation study uses the software phantom
shown in Figure 1 (left), which mimics a vessel tree. The
phantom size is chosen according to the size of the ROI
and a normalized period length of T = 1 and equidis-
tant patch acquisition times τi are assumed in all ex-
periments. Two different motion patterns with ampli-
tudes α are investigated: respiration-related motion in
y -direction [24] and a circular object motion:

φ1(x , τ) =

�

x
y

�

+





0

α

¨

1− cos
�

5
2πτ

�

0≤τ< 0.4

1− cos
�

5
3π(1−τ)

�

0.4≤τ< 1





(14)

φ2(x , τ) =

�

x
y

�

+

�

αsin (2πτ)
αcos (2πτ)

�

. (15)

Simulated MPI images without motion (α= 0) and with
circular object motion ((15), α = 5) are shown in Fig-
ure 1. Motion artifacts are clearly visible in the right im-
age. Note the presence of truncation artifacts at the patch
borders.

III. Results

III.I. Parameter Identification
The first experiment investigates the influence of the pa-
rameters of the registration algorithm. Therefore, nine
patches of 60×60 pixels using 20 pixels overlap are gen-
erated to image the ROI during a simulated respiration-
like motion (α = 5). We use equidistant anchor points
t1, . . . , tK and analyze different combinations of the pa-
rameters K ,σ2

τ, and λ by comparing computed transfor-
mations to the known ground truth motion. Our results
show a good fit of the motion curves for a wide range
of parameter combinations, as long as K ≥ 5. The most
prominent influence showed the regularization parame-
ter λ, so a good parameter selection strategy is to choose
reasonable values K andσ2

τ and to tune the parameterλ.
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Figure 2: Motion curve for respiration-related motion (14) and
recovered motion for different regularization parameters λ.

We choseσ2
τ =

2T
K +1 to ensure smooth motion curves and

well-posedness of (11). Selecting K =N (= 9) allows ar-
bitrary motion curves and causes the regularization to
be controlled via λ alone. Figure 2 shows the influence
of λ for respiration-like object motion. As expected, high
values increase the temporal smoothness but progres-
sively hinder the adaptation to the real motion. Con-
versely, low values of λ impede the correct registration
of patches with little structural information. Parameter
settings K = 9,σ2

τ = 0.2, and λ= 1 are used in all follow-
ing experiments. The remaining parameter η depends
on the intensity value range and the noise level of the in-
put images. Large values increase the total computation
time, while at low values the algorithm may get stuck in
a local minimum.

III.II. Image Reconstruction Results

The next experiments investigate the influence of mo-
tion amplitude and motion pattern. Again, nine patches
are used to image the ROI, but different types of ob-
ject motion were simulated during the acquisition: no
motion, respiration-like motion (α = 5), and circular
motion (α ∈ {3,5,7}). For these data, the correct mo-
tion φ? is known, and we can determine the average
pixel-wise registration error for the calculated motion by
ē = 1

N

∑N
i=1

1
|Ωi |

∑

x∈Ωi



φ?(x ,τi )−φ(x ,τi )




2
.

Figure 3 shows average registration errors (in pixels).
Registration errors increase with motion amplitudes, but
for moderate motion an average registration error below
one pixel is possible. Further, Figure 3 shows that larger
patch overlaps increase registration accuracy by compar-
ing the influence of different patch overlaps. Note that
the maximum motion difference between neighboring
patches is 9.3 pixels for circular motion with α= 5 and
12.9 pixels with α= 7 in our setting. An overlap of 10 pix-
els means that there is no common image information
between some adjacent patches, i.e. a registration would
not be possible without the temporal smoothness con-
straint. Despite that fact, an average registration error of

Figure 3: Average registration error in pixels for different mo-
tion patterns, motion amplitudes, and patch overlaps (PO).

less than 1.5 pixels can be achieved with our approach.
Figure 4 shows some results of our simulation ex-

periments including the worst case result for circular
motion with a large amplitude of α = 7. Reconstruc-
tion without motion compensation results in duplicated
or blurred structures and discontinuities at the patch
borders. In contrast, our approach results in distinct
structures and continuous transitions between patches.
Relatively high registration errors occur for the lower
three patches caused by the low textural information
and the high ratio of motion to patch overlap. The pre-
computation of the projection matrix (Γ +λR )−1 allows
an efficient motion compensation with run-times below
20 s for the simulated 2D images using a non-optimized
single-core implementation.

IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the necessity to account for
object motion when a patch-wise acquisition of MPI data
on living individuals is desired. To solve this problem,
we proposed a registration-based method to reconstruct
a motion-compensated image of the ROI from the ac-
quired image patches. Our approach relies on a polyrigid
transformation model of the underlying object motion
that ensures temporal smoothness and is crucial for the
robustness of the presented method. We derived an op-
timization criterion for the simultaneous estimation of
reconstructed image and underlying object motion that
can be efficiently solved using an alternating optimiza-
tion scheme.

The developed temporal polyrigid registration algo-
rithm was evaluated using simulated MPI images with
known motion patterns. The simulated motion pat-
terns were chosen to represent worst-case scenarios, in
the sense that the motion amplitudes between adjacent
patches are close to the patch overlap. Due to the high
acquisition rates of MPI, relatively small motion differ-
ences between adjacent patches are to be expected. The
results of our experiments show that a motion-corrected
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Figure 4: Registration-based reconstruction result for different
simulated MPI images: reconstruction without motion com-
pensation (left), proposed method (right).

reconstruction of patch-wise acquired MPI data in the
presence of rigid object motion is possible with a high
accuracy. As shown in the simulation study, images can
be reconstructed successfully even in the presence of
relatively large motion amplitudes, sparse image struc-
tures, low signal-to-noise ratio, and despite the presence
of truncation artifacts at the patch borders (see Figure 1).
The temporal smoothness constraint allows for accurate
registration even if some patches share little image in-
formation due to large motion amplitudes. However,
larger patch overlaps and small motion differences be-
tween adjacent patches favor registration accuracy. Our
method is not based on a periodic motion assumption
or repeated acquisitions as required for classical binning
approaches [10, 11]. However, if a higher signal-to-noise
ratio is required, the multiple acquisition of patches is
already included in our approach. A restriction of the pre-
sented approach is the assumption of rigid object motion
because most organ deformations related to breathing
or heart beat are non-rigid. We argue that the assump-
tion of rigid motion is approximately true if the imaged
ROI is relatively small. Further, the extension of the ap-
proach to deformable object motions is possible within

the same framework using spatially varying polyrigid or
polyaffine transformations [16]. However, such an exten-
sion increases the number of parameters to estimate and
might require larger patch overlaps.
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